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Some problems that whether labor union ,as the product of contradiction of labor 
relation has a kind of legal status in China, whether it is the same to its natural legal 
status, and what the fulfillment condition of the legal status of Chinese trade union is 
in real life are the issues that should be elaborated and discussed in this paper. The 
purpose of the systematic research and exposition of the legal status of Chinese trade 
union and the loss of its legal status is to have a correct orientation of Chinese labor 
union, and then to explore how to better use the existing legal status of labor union 
and to maximize but not beyond the law to play its function in the labor relations. 
This article includes three parts: introduction, body, and conclusion. The text is 
divided into three chapters. 
The first chapter is the overview of the legal status of labor unions. This chapter 
introduces the concept of labor union, independent legal personality, the relationship 
with the related organizations and functions of labor union. It also describes the 
natural legal status of labor union: the union is the product of labor relations, 
particularly the product of collective labor relations; labor unions result from, exist 
and act on wage labor relationship in western-style market economic conditions; as 
representatives of workers, labor unions have independent legal personality and 
performance more as juridical associations of economic organizations in labor 
relations; it has a clear labor union representation, statutory rights and obligations of 
collective bargaining and participation and so on, and its most basic responsibilities to 
represent and safeguard their workers’ interests. 
The second chapter is talking about the present situation of the legal status of 
Chinese labor unions. Based on the first chapter, it has a contrast explanation of the 
present situation and development trend of Chinese labor unions and then point out 
that how to have a correct orientation. Because of the differences of natures and 
confrontation degrees of labor relations in different social systems and historical 














characteristic. Chinese labor unions are important political forces with sociality and 
political nature which play unique roles and are juridical associations with 
independent legal status according to general provisions of the civil law. In contrast to 
the natural legal status of labor union, Chinese labor union has a strong executive 
color with natures of both public and private corporations, its basic duty is to 
safeguard workers’ legitimate rights and interests and possesses the characteristics of 
dual representation and double maintenance, and it has statutory rights of union 
representatives, collective bargaining and the right to participate and so on. It can be 
said that the legal status of Chinese trade unions is very high. In the context of 
market-oriented labor relations the legal status of Chinese labor unions is moving 
closer to the natural legal status. 
The third chapter studies on the lack and reconstruction of legal status of Chinese 
labor unions. This chapter discusses the reasons for the lack of legal status of Chinese 
labor unions: actuary co-dependence of its status, false representation, weak collective 
bargaining rights, the lack of operational action and so on. And then the author points 
out recommendations on systems and the construction of legal institutions. 
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